
Living a Passive-solar, Off-grid Life 
in the 

Lehigh Valley

Building a Home
for 

Energy Independence



For over thirty years we struggled to 
cut our living expenses in order to 

have the means to pay for the less-
essential things that mattered to us.

An approaching retirement and an 
unexpected property opportunity allowed 
us to do more than Dream about energy 

independence. 



In 2002, we purchased 19 acres of farmland 
slated for development next to the family 

farm.



• We started to make the place our own with an 
orchard, a garden … 



… and a well and solar-
powered water system to water 

same.



And, finally, a wood shed, the first of two.



In 2006, we began planning the house …



We read a lot, talked to people, including several 
we met at the Kempton Energy Fair, and made 
drawings

Drawings helped to visualize relationships 
and the placement of elements necessary 
for passive solar to work.



The open design 
with no interior 

walls would give 
a sense of space 

and size.



The 24th of August, 2007, Arlan Berger, our 
excavator, broke ground.



Basement:
12 inch block walls, filled with grout, wrapped in 

blue board and Slabshield.



2/3rds of the basement was backfilled with gravel, 
packed and fitted with radiant-heat pipes. This gave 
us over 300 tons of mass for absorbing and holding 
heat.



For the house, we used timber frame 
construction and structurely-integrated 
panels (SIPs)



Here’s where we were in September, 
2008.



By June, 2009, we had finished the wiring … 



Installed trim …



And installed the kitchen. The 
interior was almost done.



The south deck was a critical missing 
component.



The hot water system came next.



An early move.



In March and April, 2010, 
the last appliances and 

electricity arrived.



Photovoltaic panels, inverter and battery system to 
support them.



Four Rolls-Surette batteries for  24 volt system



A Staber washing machine …

And a 
solar 
dryer.



A SunFrost refrigerator and an Unique “Off-grid” 
propane stove …



Cold Times



Spring Times



Hot Times



Maintenance consists of clearing off the snow



And checking the batteries every month or 
so.



Summer, 2012, the hole in back finally became a root 
cellar and a garden shed.



We added a second 
shed next to the garden 

for tools and the 
mower.



The west-side orchard & garden



Sometimes new projects come along
Spring & summer, 

2016 and on going: 
A castle for the 
grandchildren



A Masonry Heater serves as a high-
efficiency backup, and its oven is great for 

baking.



A solar cooker allows 
summer-time baking. 
For our first solar meal 
we had pulled pork, 
apple spice cake and 
our own potatoes and 
zuchini.



The Details:
Sun + mass + insulation = winter warmth

Shading + ventilation + insulation = summer comfort



Our Mass:
To Summarize:



The SIPs, combined with Marvin Integrity 
windows and doors, gave us a tight house that 

scored in the 5 plus rating for Energy Star.

(less than 205cfpm)



Our passive cooling system may be a little too passive 
for global warming …



From just passive-solar to Off-grid:

The hot water 
system:



The power system: 
1.2 KW, 24 volt DC to 100 Amp service AC system

Use an average of 2.5 KWH each day.
Half our usage goes to the refrigerator.



Are we pleased with the way it works?
You bet!

Do we wish we had gone another route?
Absolutely not!



Contact:
E-mail: MWL2@psu.edu
Phone: 570-640-2660

Questions? Please ask.

mailto:MWL2@psu.edu
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